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Staycation Bible
School Flower

Supplies: 6 strips of 6 different colors, 6 paperclips, scissors,

stapler, marker

Line the strips up so more or less 1 inch of each color is showing.

Then flip over while keeping the strips in place.

Cut the bottom of the strips off. Cut where the new top color

(shortest strip) ends. (You should only be cutting the 5 bottom

strips)

Staple the strips together at the bottom



Flip strips back over so the longest strip is on the

bottom of the pile. Gently fold over each strip,

starting with the shortest, to the bottom. Do this

carefully and try not to crease the strips. You

want them to be arched (see picture)

Fold each strip while holding the rest in place. After each

strip is folded down, staple the bottom one more time.

The strips should now be in a teardrop shape.

On the top strip, write the day's theme. Then feel

free to decorate the rest of the outside strip.

Each day you will make one of these. Feel free to

change up the order of the strips if you want.

Grab a paperclip and connect the two tear drop

shapes together at their base, hooking the two

outerstrips together. After you make each day's

shape, connect it to the rest.

On the final day, you'll be making 2 shapes. One that says Friday's

theme and one that says "I am..."

Then connect all the teardrop shapes so you can read 

them as you turn it.

It should read, "I am... Loving God. Loving our Neighbor.

Loving the Other. Trust. The Church"

Keep these somewhere in your house as a reminder of everything

you've learned this week about what it means to Love!


